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1. Introduction   

In this year the theme of the International women’s day in English - “Women in leadership: Achieving 
an equal future in a COVID-19 world. ” In Bangla “কেরানাকােল নারী �নতৃ�, গড়েব নত�ন সমতার িব�”.  
This day was being celebrated by National Girl Child Advocacy Forum (NGCAF) with a great 
enthusiasm. The celebration was held on 14th March 2021 at the national level and a series of events 
at the Union levels to Upazila level from 8th March to 14th March, 2021. The main events were discussion 
session with the UP bodies, parents and different stakeholders followed by an award giving ceremony 
and a cultural program. 
 
At the unions level, the main topic of the discussion points was: What should we do to stop child 
marriage? How girls are being harmed as a result of child marriage? What's in the child marriage Act, 
2017 and Child marriage rules, 2018.  Do parents and adolescent girls know about the Child marriage 
law? What is the role of the Union Parishad and parents regarding stopping the Child marriage? 
 
Our observation is that the rate of child marriage has increased in 2020 compared to 2019. To support 
these findings, we can make refer a case story collected from UNICEF.  
 
On June 4, 2020, the Child Helpline 1098 phone rang. At the other end of the line was a desperate 16-
year-old girl, Labonno (not her real name) from Cumilla district, beseeching the child helpline staff to 
rescue her from an impending child marriage. With a trembling voice, she informed the child helpline 
that the local villagers tried to stop her marriage but failed, which propelled her to seek the helpline 
team’s support. Upon verifying the information provided by Labonno, the helpline team immediately 
informed the social services officer about the incident. He told them that he would notify the Upazila 
(sub-district) Executive Officer to take necessary steps to stop the marriage. Later, with the coordinated 
efforts of the Executive Officer, the social services officer and the local chairman dismissed the 
marriage. They also counselled Labonno’s father on the drawbacks of child marriage.  

On the other hand, according to the findings from 2019 Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) child 
marriage still remains widely accepted by 51.4 per cent of women aged 20-24 years who married first 
before their 18th birthday. Also15.5 per cent of women first married before their 15th birthday. The high 
rate of child marriage continues to cast a negative spell on the educational and physical wellbeing of 
girl children in Bangladesh.   

While much of the government administration’s attention is dedicated to tackling the onslaught of the 
country wide floods and the persisting COVID-19 situation, some guardians are trying to arrange 
marriages of their minor daughters quietly, according to child helpline officials.     

The reported cases of child marriages received by the child helpline have gone up considerably during 
the pandemic period. In April 2020, the helpline received 450 calls linked to child marriage whereas the 
number was 322 in the month of March,2020.   

Ending child marriage is a priority for both the Government of Bangladesh and development partners 
like CARE Bangladesh and NGCAF also. However, to achieve the Sustainable Development Goal 
(SDG) target to end child marriage by 2030, and the national target to end child marriage by 2041, 
Bangladesh requires more efforts to bring change.  

COVID-19: A threat to progress against child marriage ( UNICEF) -released on International Women’s 
Day, at New York ,8th March, 2021 – warns that school closures, economic stress, service disruptions, 
pregnancy, and parental deaths due to the pandemic are putting girls at increased risk of child marriage.  
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That’s why National Girl Child Advocacy Forum has taken seriously the issue of child marriage. On the 
occasion of International Women's Day, the day has been celebrated in 70 unions under 28 Upazilas 
of 17 districts.  CARE Bangladesh provided all kinds of supports and cooperation, including financial 
support cooperation for celebrating the day.  

2. Purpose of the Activity:  

The main objective of the project was to increase community’s commitment to support girls’ education 
to prevent child marriage prevalence in Bangladesh. More specifically our aims were:  

• To sensitize parents and other stakeholders on how to keep our girl children safe from child 
marriage in this COVID-19 crisis. 

• To sensitize parents on how social norms are affected child marriage. 
• To get their views about Child Marriage and give them a clear idea of what to do in the current 

&future. 
• To give recommendations for taking effective steps to challenge social norms as well as to 

ensure the protection of adolescent girls from child marriage 
• To identify the limitations of the existing law on CMRA-2017. 

 
3. Process of collaboration:   

a. Venue Selection : Venue was supported by Union Parishads/ school authorities  
  b. We developed three-way partnership:   

• Mobilize the community people, parents, different stakeholder, young girl and UP bodies. 
• Care Bangladesh 
• National Girl Child Advocacy Forum 

c. Mode of event: A half day long discussion meeting was held with the participants such as local 
govt. representatives, parents, teacher, youth and civil society’s people.  

• Discussion point: Child marriage restraint act, 2017, Child marriage restraint rule, role of Union 
Parishad, Role of Marriage registrar, role of religious leader and parents.  

• Handout use:   Using printed hand out on Child marriage restraint act-2017 and Rules- 2018 
supported by NGCAF 

• Discussion Method:  Participatory methods were followed at these events. 
 
 

4. Description of the events: 
 

a. Major Activities:  We conducted discussion meeting. It was half day long discussion meeting at 
the union level. The discussion meetings were conducting in 70 unions, under the 27 Upazilas 
of 16 districts. The number of participants were in total 3336, of which 1104 males and 2232 
females Union parishad chairmen, members, parents, school teachers, opinion leaders 
participated in those events. They were very much happy for those events.  

 
b. Discussions points were:   

 Child Marriage Restraint Act-2017, Child Marriage Restraint Rules-2018 
 Penalties for child marriage according to the Child Marriage Restraint Act 
 Any adult or guardian arranging or permitting child marriage can be convicted under the law. 
 Impact of Child marriage. 
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 Child marriage and poverty  
 
Poverty causes child marriage. In other words, girls from poor family are vulnerable to be married earlier. 
. Girls who marry at her younger age do not receive the educational and economic opportunities that 
help lift them and their families out of poverty. Also, their children are more likely to experience the same 
fate. But this cycle of poverty does not have to be inevitable. If a girl does not marry early and stays in 
school, she is likely to be healthier and wealthier and can reinvest her income into her family. For every 
year a girl stays in secondary school can boost the wages by 15 to 25 percent. When she earns, she 
reinvests on average 90 percent of it into her family compared to only 30 to 40 percent among men. 
 

 Child marriage and Education: 
 If girls are able to stay in school and avoid early marriage, the benefits are widely felt. Educated girls 
are more likely to understand and advocate for their rights and they are more likely to raise healthy and 
educated children. 
 

 Child marriage and gender equality:  
Child marriage is a serious human rights violation. It denies girls’ rights to health, education and to live 
in secured and to choose whom to marry and when. Rights are enshrined in the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). 
 
Improving the health and wellbeing of adolescent girls and enabling them to avoid early marriage is one 
of the most direct ways to improve maternal health, to save from the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It also ensures 
more children around the world to survive into adulthood. Child marriage affects girl’s health. They 
neither physically or emotionally ready to give birth. Child brides face higher risk of death.  Childbirth 
and are particularly vulnerable to pregnancy-related injuries such as obstetric fistula. They will be unable 
to assert their wishes and negotiate safe sexual relations with their older husbands. Child brides are 
more vulnerable to HIV/AIDS than unmarried girls of the [[[same age. 
 

5. Discussion Meeting and Award Giving Ceremony at th e National Level  
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Online discussion meeting and award giving ceremony was held in Dhaka. The session was started 
with an introductory speech of Ms. Rabeya Begum, the Joint secretary of National Girl Child Advocacy 
Forum (NGCAF) and chaired by Dr. Badiul Alam Majumdar, President of NGCAF.  

 
Ms. Nasima Begum, ndc, Hon’ble Chairman, 
National Human Rights Commission was the 
chief guest. In the discussion Ms. Nasima 
Begum, ndc said, “Bangladesh is developing 
day by day and women are also partnering of 
this development”. She also mentioned, “Half 
of the population is women and among them 
half are girl children. So, girl children are our 
assets.” Addressing the parents, honorable 
Chairman, NHRC urged to dream about your 
girl children. They will definitely fulfill your 
dreams”. She gave a brief description of the 
steps that are being implemented by the 
government in the welfare of women and girls. 
She said, "The rate of child marriage is much 
lower now than the past. This has been 

possible because, apart from the government, several non-government organizations are also working 
to stop child marriage. Besides, our girl children are now more aware than ever.” She concluded her 
speech with the expectation to stop child marriage and said, “We don’t want to see an under-aged child 
to get married and carry another child at a very early age.” 
 
Birangona Ms. Kanan Gomez (72) and 
young journalist Ms. Rabeya Akter 
Shuborna from ATN Bangla -- were 
honored for excellent contribution in 
their own sectors. Honored money and 
crests supported by Care Bangladesh.  
 
After the memento was given, in her 
speech, Birangana Kanan gomez put 
light on how important of liberation, 
freedom fighters, struggle of women 
during this period. She expressed her 
experience about the physical and 
mental torture done by Pakistan 
shoulders.   On the other hand, Ms. 
Rabeya Akhter emphasized on the 
necessity of education in a woman’s life 
and set example of her own life. 
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In the same program, a colorful poster on International Women’s Day – 2021 
 and 
 

a special publication titled “Narir Kotha -16” were 
inaugurated. It was about the success story of 26 women 
leaders from the grass-root level who, in spite of facing 
hundreds of adversities, had changed their destiny 
themselves and became partners in development. They were 
part of the “Unleashed Women's Network” program. Through 
the program a group of women leaders has been created, 
who has 
changed their 

situations 
themselves. At 
the same time, 
they continued 
to work 
independently 

to reduce the 
violence and 

ongoing 
discrimination 

against women. 
The stories 
published in “Narir Kotha -16” were a proof of their efforts and 
success.  

 
In the speech of Ms. Nasima Akhter Jolly, the secretary of NGCAF said, “If we want to change the life 
of women, then the life of girl children needs to be changed. This is because the journey of a woman's 
life begins when she is a child. Therefore, girl children’s education, health and nutritional rights must be 
ensured and the existing patriarchal attitude should be eliminated.” 
Dr. Badiul Alam Majumdar gave concluding speech and gave thanks to all audience and Care 
Bangladesh also for their continuous support.  
 
Participants related information (see below table):  
 

SL Venue  District  Upazila  Union  Participant  Total 
Particip
ant  

Male Female  

1 Up Hall Room Jhalokathi 

 

Sadar Kewra 17 25 42 

2 Up Hall Room Sadar Kirtipasha 12 33 45 

3 Up Hall Room  

 

 

Barishal 

Babuganj Rahamotpur 10 35 45 

4 Up Hall Room Babuganj Madhobpasha 14 31 45 

5 Up Hall Room Babuganj Chandpasha 21 19 40 

6 Up Hall Room Babuganj Dehergoti 08 33 41 

7 Borobashail Govt 

Primary School 

Agaoijhara Rajihar 10 36 46 

8 DC Dackbangla Agaoijhara Bakal 08 41 49 

9 Up Hall Room Babuganj Jahangirnagor 22 19 41 

10 Up Hall Room Babuganj Kedarpur 20 19 39 
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11 Shishu Academy Chittagong Chittagong Sadar 23 07 30 

12 Puran Bazar Govt 

Primary Ground 

 

 

Cox’s Bazar 

  

 

Moheshkhali Matarbari 40 10 50 

13 Demoshia Primary 

School 

 Chakaria  Demoshia 7 43 50 

14  Up Hall Room  Chakaria  Konakhali 9 51 60 

15 SDF Office  

 

 

Cumilla 

 

Monohorganj Jhalom Uttor 38 12  

16 Dayemchati High 

School 

Nangolkot Heshakhal 34 16 50 

17 Uttorda High 

School 

 Laksam Uttorda 42 08 50 

18 Moishatua Govt 

Primary School 

Monohorganj Moishatua 38 07 45 

19 Hazi Altab Ali 

School & College 

 Laksam Ajgora 38 12 50 

20 Moutola U.P  Satkhira 

  

 

Kaligonj Moutola 08 53 61 

21 Bishnupur U.P Kaligonj Bishnupur 15 40 55 

22 KrishnonogerU.P Kaligonj  Krishnonoger 12 48 60 

23 DhansaorUP  Bagerhat 

  

 

Shoronkhola Dhansaor 27 49 76 

24 Southkhali.U.P Shoronkhola Southkhali 11 77 86 

25  Rayenda Upazilla 

Yard 

Shoronkhola  Rayenda 05 85 90 

26  Batiaghata A.Leg 

Office 

 Khulna 

  

  Batiaghata  Batiaghata  15 35 50 

27  Shoroshoti School Batiaghata  Jalma 45 15 60 

28  Khajurbarya  Bagerhat 

 

 Moralgonj  Khoulia 08 67 75 

29 Baparipar  Moralgonj  Barykhali 06 54 60 

30  Shiulybag 

Biddhapith 
 Narsingdi  Naringdi Sadar  Narsingdi 

Pouroshava 

4 51 55 

31 Jahanabad UP Hall 

room 

 Rajshahi  Mohonpur  Jahanabad 10 35 45 

32 Darabarisha Union 

Parished Room 

 Natore  Gugudaspur  Darabarisha 12 32 44 

33 Dhurule UP Hall 

room. 

  

 

 

Rajshahi 

  

 

 Mohonpur  Dhurule 7 32 39 

34 Mougachi Union 

Parished Hall room 

 Mohonpur  Mougachi 14 31 45 

35 Via-Laxmipur 

Union Parished 

Hall Room 

Charghut Via-Laxmipur 12 36 46 

36 Sardha Union 

Parished Hall room 

Charghut Sardha 08 30 38 

37 UP Hall Room 
Kishoreganj 

 

Karimganj Kadir Jangal 18 22 40 

38 UP Hall Room Karimganj Gujadia 19 22 41 

39 UP Bhabon Tarail Damiha 8 36 48 

40 D.K.G.S. United 

college 
Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Sadar 
Dapunia 2 43 

53 

41 UP Bhabon Kishoreganj Tarail Tarail Sachail 6 45 55 
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42 UP Hall Room  Karimganj Barghoria 12 28 48 

43 UP Hall Room Karimganj Jafarabad 21 19 39 

44 UP Bhabon 

Tangail 

 

Bhuapur Nikrail 20 23 48 

45 UP Bhabon Gopalpur Hemnagar 31 18 33 

46 UP Bhabon Bhuapur Aloa 27 16 36 

47 UP Bhabon Gopalpur Hadira 23 17 37 

48 Falda S.N girls high 

school 
Bhuapur Falda 15 24 

36 

49 UP Bhabon Gopalpur Jhawail 21 24 44 

50 kandapara 

Mymensingh 

 

Mymensingh 

Sadar 
Bhabkhali 15 30 

40 

51 Putialy 

Government 

Primary School 

Mymensingh 

Sadar 
Kushtia 16 48 

88 

52 Bahadurpur Govt. 

Primary School 

Mymensingh 

Sadar 
Khagdahar 22 20 

55 

53 UP Hall Room Mymensingh 

Sadar 

Char 

Nilakshmia 
26 14 

24 

54 Gabtoly High 

School Auditorium 
Muktagachha Ghoga 14 26 

51 

55 UP Hall Room Netrakona 

 

Netrokona Sadar Challisha 21 22 47 

56 UP Hall Room Netrokona Sadar Singhar Bangla 22 18 43 

57 Alambiditar High 
School 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rangpur 
 

Gangachara Alambiditar 6 40 46 

58 K.N.B High 
School 

Gangachara Nohali 13 33 46 

59 Upazila Hall room Gangachara Gangachara 19 70 89 
60 Mohipur High 

School 
Gangachara Laxmitari 12 42 54 

61 Gajaghanta Govt. 
Primary School 

Gangachara Gajaghanta 10 35 45 

62 Mouvasa Govt. 
Primary School 

Gangachara Marneya 4 38 42 

63 UP hall room Gangachara Kolkondo 19 26 45 
64 Thakuradaha 

School & college 
Gangachara Borobil 11 34 45 

65 Betgari High 
School 

Gangachara Betgari 8 34 42 

66 Rangapur Sahitya 
Porishad 

Rangpur Sadar  25 21 46 

67 UP Hall Room  

 

Sunamganj 
 

Jamalganj Shasna Bazar 15 27 42 

68 UP Hall Room Jamalganj Jamalganj 10 34 44 

69 Khurma Dakshin UP 

Hall Room 

Chhatak Khurma Dakshin 17 24 41 

70 Chormoholla UP Hall 

Room 

Chhatak Chormoholla 
10 32 

42 

Total  1104 2232 3336 
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Outcome of the activities: 
 
1. The programs were celebrated with great success:   The day is celebrated in a total of 70 unions under 
17 districts of 28 upazilas. The total number of participants in the programs were 3336. Of these, 2232 were 
women and 1104 were men. 30% of women were adolescents.   
 
2. Under the leadership of Union Parishad, these progr ams has been celebrated : 
These events were organized by the National Girl Child Advocacy Forum, with the support of CARE Bangladesh 
where participants from all walks of life were present. 
 
1. Girls are gradually becoming more confidence:  For example, Ms. Akhi, live at Akborpur union under 
Patnitola upazila of Noagoan district, she shared her story with others in the meeting and encouraged other girls 
to defend their rights, stay in school and will not get married too young. 
 
2. Parents express their commitment against child marr iage:  For example, in Jahanabad union, 
Mohonpur Upazila, Razshahi District, on March 9, 2021, a girl Sumaiya Akhter Sathi went to express her feelings 
and said that she did not want to get married without finishing her education. Her mother, who was present at the 
meeting, respected the decision of her daughter and announced that she would decide to marry based on her 
daughter's opinion. 
 
3. Union Parishad pledges against child marriage:  The chairman and members of the Union parishads 
announced that they would play a more active role against child marriage. For example, Mr. Rafiqul Islam Talukder 
UP Chairman of Jhawal under Gopalpur upzilla of Tangail District. He declared: No more Child Marriage in his 
union.   
 

4. No false birth registration will be given: Most of the Up Body has declared at the event that “No false 
birth registration will be given and there will not be a single marriage without birth registration”. 
 
5. No marriage without registry : Marriage registers and religious leaders reiterated that no marriage will 
be granted without registry. 
 
6. Got a minimum idea about the child marriage laws an d regulations:  Many of the participants have 
not a clear idea about child marriage laws-2017 and rule- 2018. Through those events different stakeholders got 
a minimum idea about the Child marriage act specially clause on punishment.   
 
7. Honoring two women at the National Level:  In the month of independence, Ms Kanan Gomez, a 
heroine and freedom fighter and a brave girl of this generation Ms. Rabeya Begum has been honored. Those who 
inspire women and girls in the future. Honorable Chairperson Ms. Nasima Begum,ndc and three parliamentarian 
members, a group of distinguished persons, journalists and 140 women and men activists were participating in 
the discussion meeting and award giving ceremony dated on 14th March, 2021     
 
Challenge:  
 
- Shortage of program budget. 
- Suitable venue crisis for arranged those type of event at the union level. 
- Problem to maintained social distance in this pandemic crisis.  
- Women and Girl Child face to challenge on gender base violence and inequality. 
- The COVID has increased financial pressure on many families. Some parents decided to marry 
off their underage daughters to reduce the burden. 
- Lack of proper implementation of Child marriage law, 2017. 
- Majority of Participants are not well known about the Child marriage restraint law and rules. 
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Learning:  
 
- It is important to involve the local government (union/upazilla parishad) to achieve any targeted 
results at the local level. 
- Strategic Collaboration & Coordination with Government and Non-Government organization can 
produce better result to stop Child Marriage. 
- Integrated voice is much stronger than single voice. It is also easy to achieve the objective. 
- Need to effective awareness program regarding harmful result on child marriage among the 
grassroot levels. 
 
Reflection of participants or guest: 
 
Mr. Rafiqul Islam Talukder UP Chairman of Jhawal under Gopalpur upzilla of Tangail District said 
that “ Nobody of my UP body permit to Child marriage. Addressing everyone, he said If you could not 
prevent the child marriage, please call to me. I will stop the Child marriage even if where need Police 
help, we'll take it.” 
 
UP Chairman Mr. Rahize Uddin Akand   of Aloa Up under  Bhuapur  upzilla of Tangail  told that “I gave 
my daughter a child marriage because I got a suitable groom. But now I realize what I did wrong. So 
today I want to tell you, please don’t make in this mistake. You and your daughter will have to pay for it 
for the rest of their lives. He expressed his feelings that, the discussion in today's meeting is very timely 
and necessary for everyone. He thanked to NGCAF & Care BD for taking this initiative. Also Requested 
to organizer, please organize more more such events. Everyone will be benefited.” 
 
Mymensingh Sadar Upzilla’s Dapunia’s UP Secretary Ms. Umme Salma  expressed “I can compare 
with myself, if I was victim a child marriage, I would not be in this situation today. So, we should all be 
able to make our children suitable without child marriage, so that they become an asset without being 
a burden to us”.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
The Participants of the meeting have also indicated several recommendations to overall prevent women 
and girl children from all kinds of harassments including Child Marriage. These are as follows: 
- Should be have to preventive measure of Child Marriage from all corners such as government 
side, NGO, Local government and civil society.  
- To create a better and healthy society the change of mindset is essential. Also, all have to work 
together for better education, mutual respect to each other in the society. Not only school but also family 
has play key role to teach children to respect women in their lives.   
- The role of mass/public media is crucial for creating awareness against Child Marriage. Hence, 
mass media should play more active role to create and increase social awareness.  
- The law enforcing agencies have to be sensitized about this issue so that they can act 
proactively to prevent Child Marriage. Moreover, their accountability to the society and victims has to 
be ensured as well. 
- Emphasize on economic policies in the context of COVID-19 can protect our girls from Child 
Marriage. 
- Need Programs to advance girls and women in leadership positions. Also need to create 
Mentorship or coaching opportunities for girls and women. 
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A case Story:  Mst. Sania Akhtar told her story at the event held on the occasion of International 
Women’s' day celebration-  
 
 

 
 
Conclusion:  
 
Ending child marriage is a priority for both the Government of Bangladesh and also private sectors. 
Child marriage is a violation of human rights. It has devastating consequences for individuals and 
societies, robbing children of their childhoods and limiting their life choices. We must invest now to 
secure girls’ rights to life and education, and reduce their exposure to violence and exploitation.  
 
So, we can believe that integrate strategies and approach to prevent child, early, and forced marriage. 
That why we need to take Strategies: include improving girls’ access to education, including those 
supporting married girls to return to school; enhancing access to sexual and reproductive health 
information and services for adolescent girls; expanding incoming-generating opportunities for girls and 
their families, including married girls; building community awareness about the harms of child marriage 
and the importance of delaying marriage; and helping girls at risk of, and in, forced marriages to access 
protection, justice, and redress.  
 
Finally, our observation, "What should we do to stop child marriage” topic on the occasion of 
International Women's Day was a very effective, fruitful and timely discussion. Which was acceptable 
and appreciated by all Stakeholders. About 600 guardians have gave a written commitment to prevent 
child marriage in their respective families; They also pledged to play an active role in preventing child 
marriage in their Communities.  
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Some Event’s Moments :  
 
 
 

 
                                                                
                                                                                                                            
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Patichara Up of Naogaon District 

 

 
Jamalganj Up, Sunamganj District 

 
Narshingdi District 

 
Kolakonda Union of Rangpur 
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Hemnagar Up of Tangail 

 
Bhabkhali Up of Mymonshingh 

 
Borobil Up of Rangpur 

 
Kirtipasha Up of Barishal 

 
Madhobpasha Up of Barishal 

 
Bishnopur Up of Satkhira District 

 
Sardha Up of Rajshahi 
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News coverages: 
 
�মাহনপরু উপেজলার জাহানাবাদ ইউিনয়েন আ�জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন 

 
�কািশত : ১০:২৮ অপরা�, ৮ মাচ�  ২০২১ �সামবার ৫৬ বার প�ত  

িনজ� �িতেবদক,  

কেরানাকােল নারী �নতৃ! , গড়েব নতুন সমতার িব%।এই �িতপােদ) �মাহনপুর উপেজলার জাহানাবাদ ইউিনেয়  

আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন করা হয়, 

িবষয়ঃ বাল)িববাহ �িতেরাধ ও আমােদর করনীয় শীষ�ক আেলাচনা সভা। 

জাহানাবাদ ইউিনয়ন পিরষদ,উপি5ত িছেলন �মাঃ এমাজ উ7ীন খান, �চয়ারম)ান জাহানাবাদ পিরষদ,প)ােনল 

�চয়ারম)ান �মাঃ আতাউর রহমান বুলু,�মাঃিমজানুর রহমান ইউিপ সদস),�মাঃ িমজানরু রহমান আ9িলক সম:য়কারী 
িদ হা;ার �েজ<, বাংলােদশ,�মাঃ জেুয়ল রানা,�মাঃ জয়নাল আেবদীন, ইউিনয়ন সম:য়কারী, 
সহেযাগীতায় ◌ঃেকয়ার বাংলােদশ। 

আেয়াজেনঃ িদ হা;ার �েজ< বাংলােদশ। 
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বাত� া ক? মাচ�  ৮, ২০২১ ৯:৪৬ অপরা� 

�মাহনপেুর আ�জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন 

িরপন আলী, রাজশাহী বু�েরাঃ কেরানাকােল নারী �নতৃ! , গড়েব নতুন সমতার িব%।এই �িতপােদ) রাজশাহীর 

�মাহনপুর উপেজলার জাহানাবাদ ইউিনয়ন আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন করা হয়। 

উপি5ত িছেলন �মাঃ এমাজ উ7ীন খান, �চয়ারম)ান জাহানাবাদ পিরষদ,প)ােনল �চয়ারম)ান �মাঃ আতাউর 
রহমান বুলু,�মাঃিমজানুর রহমান ইউিপ সদস),�মাঃ িমজানুর রহমান আ9িলক সম:য়কারী িদ হা;ার 
�েজ<, বাংলােদশ,�মাঃ জেুয়ল রানা,�মাঃ জয়নাল আেবদীন, ইউিনয়ন সম:য়কারী।  সহেযাগীতায় িছেলন 
�কয়ার বাংলােদশ।  
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�মাহনপুর উপেজলার ধুরইল ইউিনয়েন 

আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন, ৯/০৩/২০২১ 

কেরানাকােল নারী �নতৃ! , গড়েব নতুন সমতার িব%।এই �িতপােদ) �মাহনপুর উপেজলার ধুরইল ইউিনেয় 

৮ মাচ�  ২০২১ 

আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন করা হয়, 

িবষয়ঃ বাল)িববাহ �িতেরাধ ও আমােদর করনীয় শীষ�ক আেলাচনা সভা। 
5ানঃ ধুরইল ইউিনয়ন পিরষদ,৯ মাচ�  ২০২১, উপি5ত িছেলন জনাব �মাঃ কািজম উ7ীন �চয়ারম)ান ধুরইল ইউিনয়ন 

পিরষদ,�মাঃ আDুল আিলম �শখ �ধান িশ?ক মহEতপুর উF িবদ)ালয়, �মাছাঃ বােনছা �বগম সােবক উপেজলা ভাইচ 

�চয়ারম)ান �মাহনপুর উপেজলা পিরষদ �মাঃ ইিলয়াস �হােসন সহকাির িশ?ক মহEতপুর উF িবদ)ালয়, �মাঃ জয়নাল 

আেবদীন, �মাঃ জেুয়ল রানা ইউিনয়ন সম:য়কারী 

সহেযাগীতায়: �কয়ার বাংলােদশ। 
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জামালগG সাচনা বাজাের আ.জািত� ক নারী িদবস পািলত 
Update Time : বুধবার, ১০ মাচ� , ২০২১  ৫৫ Time View 
 
জামালগG �িতিনধ: 

 
 
কেরানাকােল নারীর �নতৃ!, গড়েব নতুন সমতার িব% এই �িতপাদ) িবষয়েক সামেন �রেখ সুনামগG জামালগG 
উপেজলার সাচনা বাজার ইউিনয়েন আ.জািতক নারী িদবস পািলত হেয়েছ। বুধবার ১০ মাচ�  সাচনা বাজার ইউিনয়ন 
পিরষদ হল Iেম সকাল ১১ ঘKকায় আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উপলে? জাতীয় কন)া িশL অ)াডেভ)ােকসী �ফারাম- 
িদ হা;ার �েজ< বাংলােদশ এর সহেযাগীতায় ও �কয়ার বাংলােদেশর অথ�ায়েন আেলাচনা সভা অনুিQত হয়। আেলাচনা 
সভায় �ধান অিতিথ িছেলন সাচনাবাজার ইউিনয়েনর সােবক �চয়ারম)ান �মা. নIুল হক আিফSী, �াগত বTব) 
রােখন সাচনা বাজার ইউিনয়ন পিরষেদর সিচব �মা. নIুল আিমন। স9ালনায় ইউিস সাইফ উUাহ। িবেশষ অিতিথ- 
সুজন এর সাচনা বাজার ইউিনয়েনর সাধারণ সWাদক মকবুল �হােসন আিফSী, দলুভ� পুর িসআরিভ কিমKর সভাপিত 
�মা. মGুIল হক আিফSী, সাধারণ সWাদক মঈনুল হাসান, ইউিপ সদস) সিমর উি7ন, সদস)া �হাসনা আরা, নারীেনYী 
কাজল আTার, কZনা �বগম, জাহানারা সহ নারী �নYীবৃS। 
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�লখাপড়ার পাশাপািশ নারীেক অথ�ৈনিতক কম�কাে\ এিগেয় আসেত হেব… বীনা রানী 

 
জামালগG �িতিনিধ:: 
কেরানাকােল নারীর �নতৃ!, গড়েব নতুন সমতার িব% এই �িতপাদ) িবষয়েক সামেন �রেখ সুনামগG  জামালগেG 
আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উদযাপন করা হেয়েছ। �সামবার ৮ মাচ�  জামালগG সদর ইউিনয়ন পিরষদ হল Iেম সকাল 
১১ ঘKকায় আ.জ� ািতক নারী িদবস উপলে? �কয়ার বাংলােদেশর অথ�ৈনিতক সহেযািগতায় আেলাচনা সভা ও স^াননা 
�দান অনুQােনর আেয়াজন কের জাতীয় কন)া িশL অ)াডেভ)ােকসী  �ফারাম ও িদ হা;ার �েজ< বাংলােদশ। সভায় 
সুনামগG �জলা পয�ােয় জিয়তা িনব�ািচত হওয়ায় উ_ীবক তাহিমনা �বগমেক স^াননা `ারক �দান করা হয়। 
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সােবক ইউিপ সদস) আয়শা িছি7কার সভাপিতে! ও িদ হা;ার �েজ< এর ইউিনয়ন সম:য়কারী সাইফ উUার 
স9ালনায় আেলাচনা �ধান অিতিথর বTেব) জামালগG উপেজলা পিরষেদর ভাইস �চয়ারম)ান বীনা রানী তালুকদার 
বেলন, �ধানমaী �শখ হািসনা সরকােরর িবিভb সহেযািগতায় নারীরা আজ িশ?া �?েY অসামন) অবদান রাখেছ। 
সুখবর হেc এখন িবিভb পরী?ার ফলাফেল �ছেলেদর �থেক �মেয়রা ভােলা করেছ। তেব �মেয়েদর পথেরাধ) করেছ 
বাল) িববাহ। আমরা যারা মারা রেয়িছ তারা িসdা. িনেত হেব �কান অব5ায় আমরা আমার �মেয়েক বাল) িববাহ 
�দবনা। 

 
এ ধারাবািহকতা তােদর অব)াহত রাখেত হেব। নারীেদর চাকরী ও িবিভb অথ�ৈনিতক কম�খাে\ জিড়ত হেত হেব। 
নারীরা অথ�ৈনিতকভােব সাভলeী হেল িসdা. �িfয়ায় তারা আসেত পারেব। িবেশষ অিতিথর বTব) রােখন হাওর 
বাঁচাও আেSালন জামালগG উপেজলা কিমKর সভাপিত শাহানা আল-আজাদ, জিয়তা, উ_ীবক তাহিমনা �বগম, 
অন)ােন)র মেধ) বTব) রােখন, জামালগG ��সhােবর সােবক সভাপিত অGন পুরকায়5, নারী �নYী সািজনা আTার, 
রািবয়া, ইউিপ সদস) আিশকনুর, সুেহল আহেমদ, কেরানা সহনশীল iাম কিমKর সভাপিত ওয়াজjIনী �মূখ। সভায় 
�াগত বTব) রােখন হা;ার �েজে<র �িতিনিধ jদরত পাশা। 
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Sample of written commitment documents to prevent c hild marriage: 

 
 
 
 
 

 


